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ABSTRACT
In this note we give some examples of the path integral representation of
the boundary state in some special backgrounds such as the U(1) gauge eld
background ,the linear dilaton background and the tachyon background .
1
1 Introduction
It is well known that D-branes[1] play very important roles in the study of string theory
dynamics. However ,we do not know how to construct an exact theory of the D-brane
in the general background until now .So we have to limit ourselves within a very
small circle ,namely in some special backgrounds . This kind of study may have some
heuristic implications in seeking a good theory describing the D-brane . On the other
hand many recent researches show the boundary state description indeed seizes some
basic features of the D-brane .In fact the concept of the boundary state is introduced
into the string theory before that of the D-brane .The boundary state represents the
BPS object ,which satises the constraint (Q+ ~Q)jBi = 0 .We can read o the tension
and R-R charge from the tree amplitude of the boundary state .These are the most
important proofs supporting the conjecture that the D-brane is the classical soliton
solution with the R-R charge ,namely the p-brane . Many relevant literatures have
been included in [2] .
The concept of the boundary state is very fundamental .Firstly ,the tadpole can be
represented with the boundary state which is the source of the closed string . Naively
,it seems reasonable that the boundary state should be seen as the quantum state of
an independent dynamical object arising from the string vaccum . D-brane is just
dened as that object with the open string end points.Secondly , the boundary state
can be obtained by the idea that the one loop amplitude of open string can be regarded
as the tree amplitude of the closed string . From this physical picture, the so called
holographical principle [3] can be argued ,because the non-abelian gauge eld theory
can be obtained from the open string theory and the closed string theory can lead to the
eective theory of gravity . Thirdly in [4] Cardy generalizes the boundary state concept
in order to get the exact description of the boundary conformal eld theory . Now the
boundary conformal eld theory of the Gepner model ,which is very important in the
heterotic string theory ,has been given in [5] .This generalizes the D-brane concept
,since the original D-brane comes from the system of the Type I string,Type IIA string
and Type IIB string. Fourthly ,in [8] ,the path integral representation of the boundary
state provides a very strong proof supporting the argument in the Matrix theory the
physics of Dp brane is equivalent to that of the innitely many D(p−2r) branes . Fifthly
,the path integral formalism has been incorporated into the recent development of the
noncommutative geometry in the string theory in [8]. Finally , the classical p-brane
solution can be constructed from the boundary state in [2] . This is also an important
proof that the D-brane is the classical soliton solution with the R-R charge .
Here we only give some examples of the path integral representation of the conformal
invariant boundary state .We wish we could return to this study again very quickly .
As a way of describing quantum theory , the path integral is very useful ,especially for
the gauge eld theory .Following the path integral representation of the string theory
with the Polyakov action , it is possible to obtain the Path integral representation
of the D-brane . In addition ,since the boundary conformal eld theory is regarded
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as a candidate for the D-brane theory, we must nd the solutions of the boundary
conformal eld theory . With the path integral representation ,the algebraic constraint
equation can be transformed into the dierential equation which is easily evaluated
to obtain the string mode representation of the boundary state .Although we could
construct the conformal invariant boundary state satisfying the Cardy condition with
the Ishibashi state ,this formalism is not often used in the practical discussion .For
examle in those review articles [2] the mode representation of the boundary state is
often used calculating various amplitudes . However our eorts in the path integral
representation of the boundary state do not lead to very good results ,mainly for
the path integral representation of the boundary state is easily connected with the
divergence .
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2,we consider the path inte-
gral representation of the boundary state in the constant U(1) gauge eld background
and show some applications of this formalism in T-duality and the Matrix theory .In
section 3, we use the path integral representation to construct the conformal invariant
boundary state in the linear dilaton background . Then especially we consider the
boundary state in the tachyon background and give the path integral representation
formalism . Section 4 is devoted to the discussions.
2 The path integral representation of the boundary
state in the U(1) gauge field
The boundary state must be conformal invariant ,which reflects the reparametrization
invariance on the world sheet in the boundary state case .And in [6],the conformal
invariance conditions may be used to ensure the path integral representation formalism
of the boundary state representing the boundary interaction . This method has been
used to construct the boundary state in the linear dilaton background in [7]. In this
section ,we will recall the method rstly.Incidentally ,in the path integral formalism
,the T-duality operation of the D-brane can be conveniently carried out ,which is
easily to construct the Dp brane from the D−1 brane . Then the simplest solution
of those dierential equations is found right to be the path integral representation of
the boundary state in the constant U(1) gauge eld background . And in [8] , another
path integral representation of the boundary state in the constant U(1) gauge eld
background has been given , providing a very strong proof supporting the argument in
the Matrix theory that the physics of Dp brane is equivalent to that of the innitely
many D(p−2r) branes .
3
2.1 The path integral representation of the boundary state
In this note only consider the bosonic string case . In fact the generalization to super-
symmetrical case is very straightforward . The holomorphic stress tensor reads
T = −1
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: (∂X)2 : . (1)
and a similar anti-holomorphic counterpart. It is convenient to work with mode ex-
pansions in which we have taken the Regge slope α0 = 2 .





















: αm+nα−m : . (4)
The commutators are [αm, αn] = mδm+n,0, and similarly for the right-moving modes.
Let Kn = Ln − ~L−n. The boundary condition is entirely encoded in the boundary
state jBi, and the conformal invariance condition is KnjBi = 0. To solve equations
KnjB, pi = 0, it is convenient to adopt the coherent state technique introduced in [6].
Introduce the following coherent state
(αn − ~α−n − xn)jx, pi = 0 . (5)
where n can be either positive or negative. Further the conjugate state may be dened
as
hx, pj(αn − ~α−n − xn) = 0 . (6)
If requiring hx, pj = (jx, pi)y ,then x−n = (xn)y. solve this equation (5) ,the correspon-
dent solution is







xnx−n + α−n~α−n + xnα−n − x−n ~α−n]
)
jpi. (7)
This set of states forms a complete orthogonal basis. It can be checked that these states
normalize to delta function .The formula eA+B = eAeBe
−1
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[A,B],and eAeB = eBeAe[A,B]
if[[A, B], A] = [[A, B], B] = 0 are very helpful in this procedure of checking ,and will be
often to be used in the practical calculation in this note .Observing this coherent state
,we could nd it is very interesting . Each oscillator mode can all be traced in this
state ! Basing on this point , our goal may be realized that transforming the algebraic
























with the requirement of n 6= 0 . We postulate that the boundary state with the
boundary interaction is of the form
jB, pi =
∫
[dx]jx, pi expS(x) . (9)
in which S(x) represents the boundary interaction or the boundary operator after
transformed into the string oscillaor mode expansion .However , it is very necessary
to point out that the ansartz of S(x) is rather special ,in fact the detailed form of the
boundary interaction may be with the contribution of the zero mode or the dierential
operator .









 jx, p = pi = 0 . (10)
in which n 6= 0 is necessary . Substituting the above relations into (9) and integrating








S(x) = 0, (11)
However for n = 0 case ,the thing is not similar. Applying the above procedure to
K0jB, pi = 0, (12)






S(x) = 0. (13)
To our special ansartz of the boundary interaction and the special choice of the vaccum
state , the solution of the equation (13) and the equation (11) corresponds to the
special conformal invariant boundary interaction . So in order to obtain the satisfying
boundary state ,we may take various ansartz of the vaccum state and the boundary
interaction term . For example ,if we take the vaccum state jp = −pi,then in the n 6= 0








S(x) = 0 , (14)
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2.2 The T-duality operation of the boundary state
The path integral representation of the boundary state is not only useful to evaluate the
boundary interaction ,but also is very conveniently to carry out the T-duality operation
of the boundary state of the Dp brane in [9]. using the coherent state which is dened
as follow ,
(αn − ~α−n − xn)jx, p = −pi = 0 . (15)
Such the coherent state has to satisfy the following constraint
(αn + ~α−n)jx, p = −pi = −2n ∂
∂x−n
jx, p = −pi . (16)
Therefore the boundary state
jB iN =
∫
[dx]jx, p = −pi . (17)
is just the Neumann boundary state satisfying the condition ∂τX(σ)jB iN = 0 . By
carrying out the path integral representation ,its detailed formalism is







jp = −pi . (18)
Here A is only a propotional constant . Further ,another coherent state has to be also
given in order to realize our goal in the subsection. Firstly ,some forms should be given
by
















(αn + ~α−n) einσ . (20)
with P is the total string momentum . So their commutator is [X(σ), P (σ0)] = iδ(σ−σ0)
, in which the string momemtum at the point labeled by the σ is dened as P (σ) =
1
2piα0∂τX(σ) . The δ(σ−σ0) is the standard Fourier expansion 12pi
∑
m exp(−im(σ−σ0))
. Now dene the new the coherent state
X(σ)jx i = x(σ)jx i . (21)
. The dierence between the coherent state (5) and (21) only lies in that the latter is
the position eigenstate q^ jx i = qjx i and the former is the momenumtum eigenstate




[dx]jx, p = −pi . (22)
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And we can construct the coherent state (21) with the boundary state of the instanton,
namely the D−1 brane . That is the form




dσP (σ)  x(σ)
)
jBi−1 . (23)
where the boundary state of the instanton must satisfy the constraint X(σ)jBi−1 = 0
. we conclude this section by constructing the Dp brane boundary state with the D−1








dσP i(σ)  xi(σ)
)
jBi−1 . (24)
with i is limited to i = 0, 1......p . Such the Dp brane boundary state should satisfy the
boundary conditions ,
Xµ(σ)jBip = 0 , µ = p + 1 , ......, D ; (25)
P i(σ)jBip = 0 , i = 0 , 1 , ......, p . (26)
Only from the above expression of (24),the operation of T-duality of the boundary
state seems to be well dened Fourier transform in the conguration space involved
with the T-duality .
2.3 The path integral representation of the boundary state in
the U(1) gauge field
We now turn to solve the dierential equation (13) and the dierential equation (14)











with the necessary conditions of x0 = 0 and Fµν = −Fνµ. In fact ,the rst factor 14 in
the above expression has been completely xed mainly due to the following calculation
of the normalization factor . So this type of boundary state may be showed in the form













 jx, p = −p = 0i . (28)
Firstly this above solution will be integrated out to show the nal result is consistent
with the boundary state in the constant U(1) gauge eld background in [2] .Then
directly from (28) ,the familiar form of the path integral representation in the constant
U(1) gauge eld background in [6] can be also obtained .It is nontrivial to point out that
in the presence of a constant U(1) gauge eld background , the Virasoro generators are
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not modied . And,in [8] , another equivalent form of the path integral representation
in the constant U(1) gauge eld background has been given .Finally the path integral
representation of the U(1) gauge eld background and even the non-abelian gauge eld
background has also been argued and applied in the noncommutative geometry in [8] .
The nal result of the path integral of (28) in the euclidean spacetime is as follow














jp = −p = 0i . (29)
in which N(F ) is the normalized factor from the path integral guassian part .The
detailed form is
Det(1 + F ) =
1∏
m=1
det(1 + F ) , (30)
1∑
m=1




N(F ) = (det(1 + F ))
1
2 . (32)
with the detailed calculation in the Appendix A .
The initial purpose of introducing the path integral representation in [6] is to obtain
the normalized factor ,which is the rather important proof supporting the path integral
representation of the boundary state is the exact description of the D- brane .In fact
this approach ,to get normalized factor ,is very natural in contrast with the other
methods .The method in [2] is to compare the one point amplitude of the boundary
state with that from the Dirac-Born-Infeld action .Another method in [10] is to nd
the detailed form of the normalized factor is in the requirement of the gauge invariance
of the D-brane source term contained in the action of the closed string eld theory .




(αn − ~α−n) einσ . (33)
The path integral representation of (28) may be written in the familiar form represent-
ing the boundary interaction of the U(1) constant gauge eld background .










dσ xµ(σ)  ∂σxν
)
jx, p = −p = 0i . (34)
Now the problem which boundary condition corresponds to such the above bound-
ary state may be solved with the path integral representation .











































ν − iPµ(σ)]jB, p = 0i. (36)
The above boundary condition is ,
(∂τXµ − Fµν∂σXν) jB, p = 0i = 0 . (37)
Here it is both the boundary condition and the conformal invariance those require
p = −p = 0 . (38)











2 − (∂σX)2]− [δ(σ)− δ(σ − 2pi)] _XµAµ(X)
}
. (39)
The following is a simple review to [8], which is the important suggestion that the
path integral representation of the boundary state provides the exact description of
the D-brane .Notice that their conventions are a little dierent with ours since the
denition of X(τ, σ) and the two order antisymmetry tensor Fµν are not completely
xed .
The conguration of innitely many D-instantons can be expressed by the 11
hermitian matrices XM (M = 1,    , D). The one we consider is
X i = Q^i, (i = 1,    , p + 1)
XM = 0 (M = p + 2,    , D), (40)
where Q^i (i = 1    , p + 1) satisfy
[Q^i, Q^j ] = iθij . (41)
Here the (p + 1) (p + 1) matrix θ is assumed to be invertible.
In the Matrix theory this conguration of D-instantons is equivalent to a Dp-brane.
A quick way to see the equivalence is to look at the boundary states. The boundary





jBi−1 includes also the ghost part which is not relevant to the discussion here.
The factor in front of jBi−1 is an analogue of the Wilson loop and corresponds to the
background eq.(40). Eq.(42) can be rewritten with the path integral as












where Fij = (θ
−1)ij .
It is straightforward to perform the path integral in eq.(43). Hence jBi is equivalent
to the boundary state for a Dp-brane with the U(1) gauge eld strength Fij on the
worldvolume.
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2.4 Some notes of the path integral representation of the
boundary state









,   )
)
jx(σ) i. (44)
where the jBiNp is the Neumann part of the boundary state jBip ,





From the above expression , such the physical picture can be formed that the physics of
the world volume of the Dp brane is equivalent to the total physics of (p+1) instantons
in space time . The involved motion of instantons are with the weight determined by
the respective path . In fact (2.4) is also regarded as the Fourier transform between
the boundary state with the boundary interaction and the boundary state from the
usual Dirichlet boundary condition or the Neumann boundary condition . Naively , it
is truly good to rstly determine the form of S with some physical consideration then
the detailed form by the constraint of the conformal invariance .
For the path integral representation of the boundary state in the constant U(1)
gauge eld background , we can check the mixed boundary condition is satised without







−n , n 6= 0
P = 0 . (46)













S(x) = 0 ,
x0 = 0 . (47)
Therefore we can say the ansatz S(x) can predict such the boundary state representing
the physics of the D brane in the constant U(1) gauge eld background .
In fact in this note some ansartz can be changed . For example ,only to transform
the algebraic constraint equation into the dierential equation , we dene the coherent
state ,
(αn + ~α−n − pn)jppi = 0 . (48)
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Then the boundary state with boundary interaction can be expanded into the sum
with the correspondent weight of the above coherent state ,







,   )
)
jppi = 0 . (49)
So all the calculation in this note can be carried out from the new starting point . It is
possible to obtain the new result and even dierent physical interpretation with ours
here .
3 The path integral representation of the boundary
state in the other special backgrounds
Besides the U(1) gauge eld background ,the linear dilaton background and the tachyon
background are very important in recent research .Especially , it seems very attracting
how to construct the boundary state in the Type 0 string with the tachyon background
and make it consistent with the argument that the D-brane is the classical soliton
solution with R-R charge .
3.1 The path integral representation of the boundary state in
the linear dilaton background
The path integral representation of the boundary state in the linear dilaton background
in fact has been constructed in [7] .Here we will give a detailed treatment and add some
comments .The boundary state from this method ,however ,contains the bad divergence
when transformed into the strings mode osillator form .
Now the starting point is still the stress tensor ,
T = −1
2
(∂φ)2 + Q∂2φ, (50)
and a similar anti-holomorphic counterpart. The central charge of this free scalar is
c = 1 + 12Q2, and Q =
p
2 in two dimensional string theory. Consider a unit disk, the
conformal invariance condition on the boundary means that no net energy-momentum
flow out of the boundary in world-sheet point of view. It is convenient to work with
mode expansions





(α−nzn + ~α−nzn) ,
















The similar formula for ~Ln. The commutators are [αm, αn] = mδm+n,0, and similarly
for the right-moving modes. Let Kn = Ln − ~L−n. The boundary condition is entirely
encoded in the boundary state jBi, and the conformal invariance condition is KnjBi =
0.
The usual Neumann boundary condition is given by ∂rφ = 0 on the boundary of
the unit disk. In terms of the boundary state, it states that
P jBiN = (αn + ~α−n)jBiN = 0.
Due to the existence of the background charge Q, one has to modify the boundary
condition a bit: p = −iQ. So there must be a net momentum flow out of the boundary
(in view of spacetime φ). One way to see this is to consider the commutators
[Km, αn + ~α−n] = 2iQmδm+n,0 − n (αm+n + ~α−m−n) . (52)
When the case n + m = 0 occurs ,the above commutator can be showed in the clearer
form.
[Km, αn + ~α−n] = m(2iQ + α0 + ~α0). (53)
Actually ,we have taken such the following conventions. Dene
2p = α0 + ~α0, α0 = ~α0 = p. (54)
So when p = −iQ, the center term disappears, and it is possible to impose both
the conformal invariance condition and Neumann boundary condition.To be as close
to the ordinary Dirichlet condition as possible, one requires that a net momentum
transfer is possible if one scatters string states against the object described by the
boundary state. So jB, pi is an eigen-state of p with arbitrary number p. To solve
equations KnjB, pi = 0 . In the light of the previous procedure ,we may construct the
path integral representation of the conformal invariant boundary state . However the
ansartz S(x, q^, ~^q) is a little dierent form with the contribution of the zero mode ,






where the operator q^ and ~^q satisfy the commutative relation [q^, ~^q] = 0 ,[α0, q^] = −i
and [~α0, ~^q] = −i . And the V ncoulp is the coulpling constant before the renormalization












jx, p = p = −iQi. (56)


















(x) = 0. (58)
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Some motivation of the consruction of this type solution is from the denition of the
physical vertex operator with the conformal weight one . As we have claimed this
solution contains the divergence . And the renormalized boundary state is conformal
invariant only in some specic cases . The most important cause is analogues to that
case that the renormalized operater is with the anomalous dimensions .These arguments
are just supported by our rather special example . The detailed treatment has been
collectede in the Appendix B.
Actually the conformal invariant boundary state in the linear dilaton background is




dz : exp (ik X(z)) : . (60)
with the k must satisfy the following equation ,
k2 + 2iQ  k = 2 . (61)
Since the commutative relation [Ln, QQ] = 0 ,the conformal invariant boundary state
is
jBi = Fun(QQ)jB, p = p = −iQiN . (62)
in which Fun is the function of QQ, the boundary state jB, p = p = −iQiN is the
Neumanm boundary state with the momemtum ,
(αn + ~α−n)jB, p = p = −iQiN = 0 , n 6= 0 ,
(α0 + ~α0)jB, p = p = −iQiN = 2pjB, p = p = −iQiN .
(Ln − ~L−n)jB, p = p = −iQiN = 0 . (63)
Naturally in principle the number of the conformal invariant boundary state in the
linear dilaton background is innitely many .Here the boundary state (62) in fact is
rather specically .
Our strategy here seems to be unmeaninful that is to transform the known conformal
invariant boundary state into the path integral representation ,mainly for our goal is
just to obtain the conformal invariant boundary state . But only for the argument that
the path integral representation is the fundamental approach to describle the D-brane
, the above procedure is necessary . The path integral representation of (62) is similar
to that of the boundary state in the tachyon background in the following.
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3.2 The path integral representation of the boundary state in
the tachyon background
The boundary state in the tachyon background has been researched in [11] .These
boundary states representing the boundary interaction seem to be not exact conformal
invariant , before deleting the divergence and renormalizing the coulpling constant .
So the problem we are concerned should be to devise some methods to look for the
conformal invariant boundary state in the framework of the path integral representation
.But this not easy .Only to construct the conformal invariant boundary state of the
type 0 string with the tachyon background ,we will check the renormalized boundary
interaction indeed satises some given dierential equations .
The conformal invariant boundary state in the tachyon background is the form
jBi = exp
(∮
dz : exp (ik X(z)) :
)
jB, p = −piN . (64)
with the convention k2 = 2. Its path integral representation is not elegant ,
jBi =
∫





ljx, p = −pi . (65)
Firstly , the dierential equation might be obtained basing on the form of (64). In the


















 = 0 . (66)
in which l is given as l
(
q^, p, xn, x−n, ∂∂xn
)


































[dzi]  ∮ [dz1] ∮ [dz2]    ∮ [dzl] . Then interprete with the
l = 2 case the strange factor z
(i−1)k2
i appearing in the (67) . For l = 2 case , the strange














2jx, p = −pi . (69)
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 = 0 . (70)





= l2 . Obviously in the tachyon background the
path integral representation approach of the boundary state is not easy ,But in other
view the above calculation at the same time shows the potential value of the method
is very great ,if we can apply it with the suitable trick in the given problem .
4 Discussions
In this note we have given some examples of the path integral representation of the
boundary state in some special bacgrounds such as the U(1) gauge eld background,the
linear dilaton background and the tachyon background . The path integral representa-
tion of the boundary state in the U(1) gauge eld background contains much essential
information ,especially the normalization factor which is the eective action of the
gauge eld in the bosonic string theory . The application of the path integral represen-
tation of the boundary state in the Matrix theory and the noncommitative geometry
hints that the Path integral representation of the boundary state could be rather funda-
mental in describing the D-brane in the general background, just like the path integral
representation in describing the string theory with the Polyakov action . This observa-
tion also corresponds to the traditional view point that the path integral representaion
is a fundamental approach of the quantum theory ,even more fundlemental in the
curved spacetime .
The initial purpose of this note is to construct the general solution of the boundary
conformal eld theory in the analytical approach , mainly for the constraint equations
(Ln− ~L−n)jBi = 0 is not easy to be evalulated to obtain the solution represented by the
string mode from the pure algebraic approach . The path integral representation of the
boundary state not only is a good approach of dealing with the D-brane in the general
background but also is a good choice of transforming those algebraic equations into
the dierential formalism which is easily accepted by more people and easily treated .
In addition ,the Cardy condition which ensures the existence of the open string theory
is vital to this view point that the boundary conformal eld theory provides the exact
description of the D-brane in the general background . We wish we will consider the
Cardy condition realization in the path intergral representation in the future work .
It is possible to supersymmetrize all the results in this paper. In addition there
are still a lot of work to be done . It is very necessary that the path integral repre-
sentation of the constant gauge eld conguration is generalized to the nonconstant
background in the conformal invariant requirement . The path integral representation
of the boundary state in the linear dilaton background might be useful for constructing
the boundary state under the AdS3 background ,especially in the light cone gauge in
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[12]. Most interestingly and importantly ,the construction of the boundary state in
the tachyon background is potentially useful for the generalization of the AdS/CFT
in the non-super symmetrical case . The recent research on the D-brane in Type 0
string shows we must face the tachyon problem in arriving at the purpose .However
,it seems that the usual boundary state is not reasonable which is constructed from
the general procedure without considering the tachyon background eect ,because the
classical p-brane from the usual boundary state [13] is not the solution in [14]. This
can be the result of the introduction of the tachyon backgrond ,which makes the equa-
tions corresponding to the p-brane solution become nonlinear .But the usual boundary
state is only the linear combination of the closed string states .Since the nonsupersym-
metrical generalization of AdS/CFT in the Type 0 string case seems more reasonable
than in that approach of supersymmetrical breaking case used in [15] , it is possible to
construct the boundary state with the tachyon background in the Type 0 string case
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A The calculation of the normalization factor N(F )
The calculation of the normalization factor N(F ) is not very dicult . However in the
calculation some conventions have to specied . Therefore the appendix is necessary
,at the same time for the goal of showing that the path integral representation of the




















The entire calculation of the path integral of (28) has to be put in the euclidean
spacetime . The calculation of the (28) is as follow.
























(x−m − 2α−m 1
1 + F




















jp = −p = 0i . (72)














with the denition of xn =
p
n(a + ib) and x−n =
p
n(a− ib) . The choice of (74) aims













So the nal result can be given ,













 jx, p = −p = 0i ,














jp = −p = 0i .(76)
In conclusion ,the normalized factor should take the value ,
N(F ) = (Det(1 + F ))−1 . (77)
B The calculation and renormalization of the bound-
ary state in the linear dilaton background with
the path integral representation
The ansartz of the boundary state in the linear dilaton background with the path












jx, p = p = −iQi. (78)
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The conformal invariant constraint of the boundary state (Ln − ~L−n)jBi = 0 can be
expressed by




α0αn − ~α0~α−n, exp S(x, q^, ~^q)
]
jx, p = p = −iQi +
∫











 jx, p = p = −iQi = 0 .(79)



















(x) = 0. (81)
with the useful commutative relation[





(αn − ~α−n)S(x, q^, ~^q) exp S(x, q^, ~^q) . (82)

















































And Obviously the dierence of the above expressions is the zero integral . It is
nontrivial to point out that if x0 6= 0 then the above conclusion of zero integral is
not correct . Via the relation (αn − ~α−n − xn)jx, p = p = −iQi = 0 ,the path
integral representation may be transformed into the mode expansion . And the relation
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 jB, p = p = −iQiN
= exp














 jB, p = p = −iQiN . (86)
The above expression contains the divergence , so needs normalizing and renormalizing























With the renormalized coulpling constant V rcoulp , the nal boundary state in the path





















jB, p = p = −iQiN .
(88)
Since the boundary state jB, p = p = −iQiN is conformal invariant , to ensure the
conformal invariance of the jBi the necessary step is that we have to verify the former
part of the jBi at jB, p = p = −iQiN should be commutate with the virasora generator
Ln . Comparing it with the screening charge (60) , we will nd they are similar .
QQ =
∮
dz : exp (ik X(z)) :
=
∮












jB, p = p = −iQiN .(89)
with the k must satisfy the following equation ,
k2 + 2iQ  k = 2 . (90)
So for the rst order term of the coupling constant of the boundary state , taking
k = 1
iQ
will make the screening charge is just the former fator of the rst order term of
the coupling constant of the boundary state. In addition , the solutions of the equation









(Q − pQ2 − 2) .So we may say that the solution k = 1/(iQ) is good in the
large Q limit, there are corrections suppressed by 1/Q2 etc to k. Such a limit has
19
let the boundary statejBi changed into jB, p = p = −iQiN . The latter is just
conformal invariant boundary state . Therefore the argument is reasonable , which is
that the renormalized boundary state should be conformal invariant in some special
backgrounds .
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